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MUSIC REVIEW

By Nate Chinen

Jan. 19, 2011

Jazz drumming is a proudly adaptive discipline, consistent in its aims but malleable in its form. Jeff (Tain) Watts
and Lewis Nash have been two of its guiding forces over the last 25 years or so, each standing for a particular kind
of excellence. By happenstance, they’re both headlining in New York this week. Their opening sets on Tuesday
night, which I caught one after the other, created a handy opportunity for comparison, highlighting the clear
distinctions � tactical, foundational, maybe ideological � between them.

Make no mistake: there are commonalities too, important ones. Mr. Watts and Mr. Nash each hit the New York
scene in the 1980s, carrying a torch for the late-boomer jazz generation. (Mr. Watts celebrates his 50th birthday on
Thursday; Mr. Nash turned 52 a few weeks ago.) Briskly conversant in multiple dialects of swing, they brought
acute intelligence to their task, and effortless intuition about the internal dynamics of a band. They were quickly
endorsed by their elders and sought after by their peers.

For his current engagement at the Jazz Standard, Mr. Watts has reunited with the bassist Robert Hurst, his old
partner in the saxophonist Branford Marsalis’s working bands of the 1990s. The best parts of his early set on
Tuesday revolved around the advanced musical shorthand between bassist and drummer, which enabled a dazzling
array of impulsive polyrhythmic adjustments. “Vodville,” a tune that Mr. Watts has featured on the bandstand for
years, muscled through tempos almost compulsively, managing to sound precise and startling with every new feint.

The saxophonist on hand was Steve Coleman, another headstrong improviser with a fondness for complexity. He
and Mr. Watts have worked together only in glancing fashion, so this encounter held promise.

Winds of Jazz: Energies of a Cyclone and an Ebullient Breeze

Lewis Nash, above right, with the bassist Peter Washington at the Village
Vanguard. Daniel Barry for The New York Times
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There were a few moments that fulfilled that promise, during “Vodville” and on a new piece that Mr. Watts
announced as “Uh-UH,” with a funk groove built around a quintuple meter (except for the bridge, in multiples of
six). There was a new tone poem, “August Moon,” that Mr. Coleman outfitted with a gorgeous unaccompanied
preface, withholding the steel glint that usually undergirds his tone. The main drawback was Mr. Coleman’s lack of
familiarity with the music, though that didn’t prevent anyone from lunging onward, partners in expedition, more
concerned with the journey than the point of arrival.

A different value system was in place at the Village Vanguard, where Mr. Nash is appearing with his regular
quintet: Jeremy Pelt on trumpet, Steve Wilson on alto and soprano saxophones, Renee Rosnes on piano and Peter
Washington on bass. Their opening set included two songs by Thad Jones, “Three and One” and “Ain’t Nothin’ Nu,”
along with one theme apiece by Dizzy Gillespie, Jimmy Heath and Johnny Mandel. The music unfolded as articulate
hard bop, neat and accomplished, with Mr. Nash setting the tone.

If Mr. Watts marshals his percussive energies as a cyclone, Mr. Nash more readily suggests a strong breeze, a study
in steadiness and equipoise. He can be blindingly quick, sticks flying over cymbals and toms, but he’s never
overbearing. In his playing there are myriad echoes of jazz drummers past: a few times in this set he fleetingly
evoked Jo Jones.

And where it really counted, at the seat of the band, Mr. Nash upheld an unwavering, ebullient selflessness, so that
each of his band mates was clearly featured. (The level of musicianship in the group was casually but imposingly
high.) Where Mr. Watts presented his set as an experiment, Mr. Nash served his as a finished course. There was
satisfaction in each of those two approaches. And in both cases you got a strong sense of the drummer serving the
needs of the band while also having it his way.

The Lewis Nash Quintet appears through Sunday at the Village Vanguard, 178 Seventh Avenue South, at 11th Street, West Village; (212) 255-4037,

villagevanguard.com. The Jeff (Tain) Watts 4 appears through Sunday at the Jazz Standard, 116 East 27th Street, Manhattan; (212) 576-2232,

jazzstandard.net.
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Jeff (Tain) Watts performing at the Jazz Standard. Michelle V. Agins/The New York Times
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